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Many models of new physics beyond the Standard Model are able to describe massive, long-lived
particles with macroscopic decays, which can be reconstructed as displaced vertices inside the
inner trackers of the LHC experiments. In addition, the lack of evidence of any new physics at the
LHC motivates to perform more unconventional searches, such as looking for displaced vertices.
I comment on the 13 TeV LHC reach with a proposed multitrack displaced vertex search strategy
to probe light sterile neutrinos. Limits on active-sterile neutrino mixing are presented.
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1. Introduction

2. Displaced vertex search strategy
The following selections are imposed inspired by the ATLAS multitrack displaced vertex
search [12, 13]:
1. One prompt lepton with pT > 25 GeV.
2. Decay position of the DV within 4 and 300 mm.
3. Charged tracks from the DV must have pT > 1 GeV and transverse impact parameter |d0 | > 2
mm.
4. Number of selected tracks Ntrk > 3. The invariant mass of the DV must be mDV ≥ 5 GeV.

3. LHC reach
With the above selections, the 13 TeV LHC with 3000/fb of luminosity can probe mN ∼ 30
GeV (for a WR boson mass of around 5 TeV) in the LR model [10]. Figure 1 shows the reach
in the SST model, separately for mixing in the electron, muon and tau sector. Mixings as low as
|Vl,N |2 ≈ 10−9 can be accessed [11], showing the best sensitivity achievable to date within 5 GeV
< mN < 30 GeV with no competition from other experiments in this mass range.
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The understanding of the origin of light neutrino masses in the Standard Model (SM) still
remains one fundamental open quest in particle physics. In its simplest form (the type I seesaw [1]), light neutrino masses can be explained by introducing massive, sterile neutrinos N. Within
this framework, N mixes with the neutrinos in the SM. For small values of the mixing VlN (with
l = e, µ, τ), N can have a large lifetime. Heavy, long-lived neutrinos are predicted in several models of new physics beyond the SM. Examples include the above mentioned SM extended by one
sterile neutrino (SST) [2, 3], and left-right symmetric extensions of the SM (LR) [4, 5], where N
production and decay depends mostly on the unknown mass of the new, heavy right-handed gauge
boson, WR . In both cases, N can have a masses covering various mass ranges. If its mass is below the electroweak scale (. 100 GeV), it could decay with a characteristic displaced vertex (DV)
signature inside the LHC experiments.
Most LHC searches for sterile neutrinos exploit the Majorana signature of same-sign dileptons
and jets [6] and the focus is on masses with mN & 100 GeV. To date, no dedicated public searches
exists at the LHC covering mN  100 GeV, which is the low mass regime in which searches for
displaced vertices are sensitive. Several theory work was proposed in recent years showing the
enlarged parameter space of many models that could be probed when targeting a low sterile neutrino
mass region with current/proposed displaced strategies. For example, searches for displaced leptonjets [7], displaced jets [8] and displaced vertices [9] were studied. Here we focus on a displaced
vertex search that triggers on the prompt lepton coming from the production of W bosons. The
search also has optimized cuts in the vertex selection, described in the next section. I refer the
reader to Refs. [10, 11] for more details.
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Figure 1: 95% CL reach in the (|VlN |2 , mN ) plane at s = 13 TeV of our proposed multitrack displaced
strategy for L = 300 fb−1 (blue) and L = 3000 fb−1 (red). See Ref. [11] for details on the projected
sensitivities shown from other searches/experiments.

4. Summary
Displaced vertex signatures at colliders are well motivated, as they can be a characteristic signal in many frameworks for new physics beyond the Standard Model that benefits from very small
backgrounds. If sterile neutrinos exist, and if they have masses around or below the electroweak
scale, then they will be long-lived particles decaying with spectacular displaced vertices inside the
LHC detectors, whose identification can provide a clear collider test of models for neutrino mass
generation.
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